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Tracking 

A good reference  
“Pattern Recognition, Tracking and Vertex Reconstruction in Particle Detectors” 

  link.  
Rudolf Frühwirth ,Are Strandlie 

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-65771-0
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-65771-0#author-0-0
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-65771-0#author-0-1
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Measurements
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Equation of Motion
In what follows tracking will refer to the reconstruction of  charged particle 
trajectories starting from measurements in the tracking detectors.

Equation of motion :

Six degrees of freedom e.g the initial position (x,y,z) and the initial momentum (px,py,pz).

Wrt to a reference surface, five degrees of freedom are sufficient.
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Track Parametrisation
Wrt to a reference surface, five degrees of freedom are sufficient.

At the end we want to be able to 
estimate these parameters for each 

Charged particle.
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Propagation
Knowing the Magnetic Field, Geometry, material  “being able to go from 

surface to surface” accounting for uncertainties and material effects

In ATLAS this is done using numerical integrations see :
ATLAS RungeKuttaPropagator, 
ATLAS STEP_Propagator
ACTS Propagator

https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas/athena/-/blob/main/Tracking/TrkExtrapolation/TrkExRungeKuttaPropagator/TrkExRungeKuttaPropagator/RungeKuttaPropagator.h
https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas/athena/-/blob/main/Tracking/TrkExtrapolation/TrkExSTEP_Propagator/TrkExSTEP_Propagator/STEP_Propagator.h
https://github.com/acts-project/acts/blob/main/Core/include/Acts/Propagator


Material effects
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Material effects
Multiple Scattering —> augment the covariance matrix by the additional uncertainty on 
direction (and possibly position) caused by multiple scattering.

Ionisation energy loss :   The “Bethe-Bloch” formula is used to modify the momentum 
part of the track parameter vector. 
Fluctuations in the ionisation energy loss are often considered so small/neglected.
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Material effects
Energy Loss by Bremsstrahlung—>   “Interesting” problems that we will return to in 
various places in this talk. “Electrons” are special.

Bethe - Heitler

Distribution can not be described just from mean 
and variance. 
Typically described by a GaussianMixture.  

https://cernbox.cern.ch/files/link/public/K87fA77XQMcA821?tiles-size=1&items-per-page=100&view-mode=resource-table
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Kalman Filter Interlude

link

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/api/citations/19860003843/downloads/19860003843.pdf
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Kalman Filter Interlude
Optimal Filtering B. Anderson, and J. Moore. Prentice-Hall, (1979) . Offers a quite 
detailed treatment.

Fk is the state transition model
which is applied to the previous state xk

wk is the process noise, which is assumed to 
be a (multivariate) normal distribution

At time k an observation (or measurement) 
zk of the true state xk is made

H`k is the observation model, which maps 
the true state space into the observed space

vk is the observation noise, which is assumed to be also normal 
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Kalman Filter Interlude

“A “progressive” or recursive version of the LS regression for track fitting was 
first proposed in [2]. Soon, it was realized that this was the same as an 
(extended) Kalman filter [3] ….

The Kalman filter has the advantage that only small matrices have to be inverted, 
that the track fit follows the track as closely as possible, and that material effects 
such as multiple scattering and energy loss can be treated locally in each 
measurement or material layer.”
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Track Finding in ATLAS
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Slides from N.Pettersson
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Slide from N.Pettersson
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Slide from N.Pettersson
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Slide from N.Pettersson
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Slide from N.Pettersson
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Slide from N.Pettersson
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Track Finding
Track finding is semi-empirical. There is no “systematic” theory.  
At the end of this step not all candidates will be valid candidates and no final/best 
parameters have been obtained

The method described before is referred to as “Combinatorial Kaman Filter” 
(CKF). 
Possible to use cellular-automaton (CA), or Graph Neural Network or combination 
of the two. In my best knowledge these idea are actively pursued in LHC 
experiments.  

CA :
Cells —> short track segments connecting hits in adjacent detector layers; 
A cell has  an inner hit and an outer hit.
Create chains of segments that correspond to actual tracks.  

GNN:
Nodes (Vertices) —> detector hits 
Nodes are connected if they are compatible based on some criterion
GNN used to classify if nodes/hits or edges that belong to a track (or not)
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Track Finding

Slide from N.Pettersson
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Track Fitting

Slide from N.Pettersson

This does not work well for electrons
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Electron track Fitting

Younger Christos slides from 2011 (meetings on introducing GSF)
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Electron track Fitting

Younger Christos slides from 2011 (meetings on introducing GSF)
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Electron track Fitting

Plots from link

Track of electron candidates need to be (re) fitted accounting for Bremsstrahlung.

Proper hypothesis 
Properly accounting for material effects.

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/PERF-2017-01/
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GSF now fast enough for HLT
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Electron track Fitting

Hmmm , how things do not explode ? 
Let’s say 6 Gaussians  for the material effects. 
The state becomes 6 Gaussian , next step becomes 36 , the next 216 …..  
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Energy reconstruction 
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 Wigman’s book 
“Calorimetry: Energy Measurement in Particle Physics” 



Energy reconstruction 
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The main algorithm for clustering calorimeter cells in ATLAS is the so-called 
topological clustering (see http://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.02934)

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.02934


Energy reconstruction 
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The main algorithm for clustering calorimeter cells in ATLAS is the so-called 
topological clustering (see http://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.02934)

Topological clusters on average correspond to a single particle: 
Electron, Photon, charged Pion, neutral Pion etc

They are the starting point / main ingredient point for Particle Flow, Jet clustering 
(either via PFO or directly) and e/γ reconstruction. 

The fact of that all domain start from the same inputs is central to the Global Pflow 
Effort in ATLAS.

Here we will focus on e/γ specifics.

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.02934
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Dynamic Clusters  
link

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EGAM-2018-01/
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Dynamic Clusters  
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Dynamic Clusters  
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Track cluster matching

Where do we do the “matching”
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Electron Identification
At the end of the “reconstruction” chain, 
quite a few (actually majority…) of the electron/photons are “fakes”. 

We employ so called shower shape variables, tracking and track matching 
information to identify the real e/γ objects / reject fakes.
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Electron Identification
We employ so called shower shape variables, tracking and track matching 
information to identify the real e/γ objects / reject fakes. See (link and link ) 

Photon Neutral Pion

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/PERF-2017-02/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/PERF-2017-01/
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Electron Identification
In HLT so called Ringer NN algorithm is used.  EM showers approximately conical 
around the initial particle (see link). 
Efforts to move to DNN or CNN for both “offline” and “online”.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.00761
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What about real life (data)
We know that our simulation (Geant4 based) does not accurately describe the EM 
shower. Also uncertainties from the knowledge of upstream material , alignment 
etc… This causes some challenges on how to move to more deep learning methods. 
 
We derive correction factors typically employing the Z peak 
and also use/check the J/ψ peak.
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What about real life (data)
We derive correction factors typically employing the Z peak 
and also use/check the J/ψ peak.
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What about real life (data)
We derive correction factors typically employing the Z peak 
and also use/check the J/ψ peak.
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What about real life (data)

Similar for the energy calibration
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In place of conclusions
link

https://indico.cern.ch/event/197461/contributions/1478916/attachments/290953/406671/ATLAS_Higgs-CERN-seminar-2012.pdf
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In place of conclusions
link

https://indico.cern.ch/event/197461/contributions/1478916/attachments/290953/406671/ATLAS_Higgs-CERN-seminar-2012.pdf
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Backup
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egammaTopoClusterCopier
select topoclusters

+InputTopoCollection: CaloClusterContainer = CaloTopoCluster
+OutputTopoCollectionShallow: CaloClusterContainer = tmp_egammaTopoCluster
+OutputTopoCollection: ConstDataVector <xAOD::CaloClusterContainer> = egammaTopoCluster

egammaSelectedTrackCopy
select tracks matched to topocluster

+ClusterContainerName: CaloClusterContainer = egammaTopoCluster
+TrackParticleContainerName: TrackParticleContainer = InDetTrackParticles
+OutputTrkPartContainerName: TrackParticleContainer = egammaSelectedTrackParticles

EMVertexBuilder
build conversion vertices

+InputTrackParticleContainerName: TrackParticleContainer = GSFTrackParticles
+OutputConversionContainerName: VertexContainer = GSFConversionVertices

xAODEgammaBuilder
builds physics objects

+OutputEgammaRecContainerKey: EgammaRecContainer = ElectronSuperRecCollection
+OutputEgammaRecContainerKey: EgammaRecContainer = PhotonSuperRecCollection
+ElectronOutputName: ElectronContainer = ElectronContainer
+PhotonOutputName: PhotonContainer = PhotonContainer

photonSuperClusterBuilder
create superclusters

+InputEgammaRecContainerName: EgammaRecContainer = egammaRecCollection
+OutputEgammaRecContainerKey: EgammaRecContainer = PhotonSuperRecCollection
+SuperClusterCollectionName: CaloClusterContainer = PhotonSuperClusters

electronSuperClusterBuilder
create superclusters

+InputEgammaRecContainerName: EgammaRecContainer = egammaRecCollection
+OutputEgammaRecContainerKey: EgammaRecContainer = ElectronSuperRecCollection
+SuperClusterCollectionName: CaloClusterContainer = ElectronSuperClusters

EMBremCollectionBuilder
refit tracks with GSF

+TrackParticleContainerName: TrackParticleContainer = InDetTrackParticles
+SelectedTrackParticleContainerName: TrackParticleContainer = egammaSelectedTrackParticles

+OutputTrkPartContainerName: TrackParticleContainer = GSFTrackParticles
+OutputTrackContainerName: TrackCollection = GSFTracks

egammaRecBuilder
build egammaRec objects from clusters, tracks and vertices

+InputTopoClusterContainerName: CaloClusterContainer = egammaTopoCluster
+egammaRecContainer: EgammaRecContainer = egammaRecCollection

+TrackParticlesName: TrackParticleContainer = GSFTrackParticles
+ConversionContainerName: VertexContainer = GSFConversionVertices

https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas/athena/-/blob/main/docs/images/egammaAlgs_algos.svg
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/973401/files/soft-pub-2006-004.pdf
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